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AN EMPOWERING, NO-NONSENSE Instruction TO LIVING THE MISS J Method—FULLY AND
FABULOUSLY!ve got to want it, function it, and walk it— He reveals his secrets to succeeding at
what you love most, shares existence lessons and colorful (to say minimal) anecdotes, provides a
multitude of invaluable grooming and design tips, dishes on the superstars he’ Beloved by an
incredible number of supporters for his outrageous wit and irrepressible flair, J. Alexander has
primed a huge selection of wannabe versions on America’ You’ AS witheringly funny on the net as
he is in person, Miss J recounts an extraordinary career in high fashion that began with creating
couture knockoffs on his grandmother’s sewing machine. In a single word: attitude.s worked with so
intimately, and will be offering a glimpse in to the globe of ANTM. Not many people are born to
become a supermodel, but every female can acquire confidence, self-esteem, and the
determination to understand her dreams.s Next Top Model and coached such supermodels seeing
that Tyra Banks, Naomi Campbell, and Kimora Lee with inspiring guidance that applies much
beyond the catwalk. HOW will a six-foot-four, Bronx-born black gay male become Queen of the
Catwalk?and Miss J will show you how.
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Miss J Wasn't Always Miss J I read this book, not really much for the information per se, but to get
to know Miss J. I've followed America's Next Top Model from at least Miss Eva's routine. Was that in
the first 2000s? I desire I had a job model like this Great book! I laughed and laughed at some
parts. Miss J's tale can be both heartwarming and inspiring. But I was pleasantly surprised. I
especially enjoyed the story of how the Universe provided a flat for over 14 years when items
looked bleak. I also appreciated the runway tales. Thank you for sharing your story Miss J! I totally
appreciate reading Miss J's humble beginning and how he persevered until he reached his dreams.
Alexander, Miss J, is on America's Next Top Model. I acquired some great takeaways from this
book. The reserve is well crafted and inspiring with good advice sprinkled throughout. Though small
is mentioned about the TV series, his recollections of growing up, visiting the famous Studio 54, and
afterwards becoming a runway trainer was extremely interesting. Being truly a rather short
publication, I quickly read through it over a couple of days. He's also funny as heck. But nothing at
all earth-shattering. The advice parts are normal sense that's not so common these days. Some
Laughs & Lots Of Tips This book is funny in parts and contains lots of tips. You do not get a whole
lot of information about Miss J. But lots of beauty, modeling, and self esteem tips. As Strong as His
Walk This book is amazing. I would recommend this book to teenagers or people wanting a career
as a model. He might hint about nasty insider scoops, but Miss J is definitely a lady and never goes
as far as to reveal them...O, and there are some juicy details in the book which you don't wish to
miss. LOVED IT! Ok, that's not entirely true, I'm 36.In all, it is an enjoyable book. Finished book in a
few days! He's always witty, can be hysterically deadpan, and even though it had taken me a
season roughly to used to him, the display wouldn't end up being the same without him. I'd love to
become his friend, what a positive, honest, and transformative impact he would have! but after
several beverages, you get some of the secrets about Miss J that you wouldn't have known
usually. The man has got some pretty wise what to say, and he says them in a manner-of-fact
manner, which I can relate to.Just too bad I am, like I told you, currently 36 and his wisdom and
advices, well, I found them myself the last twenty years.. I would possess given up my hamster to
possess read this book when I was 13.I must say i do. Because in my own teenagers I was this
high, skinny, awkward looking gal, who didn't look nor behaved like any of the other young ladies
at college. I felt so different. I believe that with this publication, I'd have felt better about myself, my
life, my whole being. J. Alexander delivered a book which I think is crucial read for every lady and
boy out there who feels insecure about, well, almost everything. Because you can live and find out
for yourself, or you can read this reserve and save yourself a year or two in which not only can
you be fantastic but also feel fantastic... But the book leaves you with the feeling that it only scrapes
the surface. A PARTICULAR DATE for Drinks This book is similar to a night out drinking with the
author: you get general pleasantries and basic family info and how-do-you-do's;And I have to claim,
I wasn't disappointed at all. It really is a little gem that is clearly a enjoyment to read. An unexpected
pleasant and enjoyable read. Lovely. Still. That's what makes it so great.. Four Stars Extremely
insightful and engaging. Honest and forthright. There are no nasty small insider scoops (that I was
secretly hoping for). I enjoyed this read It was fun to learn Miss J's bio. You read it and question
how you didn't know this. Love Miss J Funny, informative, and inspirational. I totally enjoy reading
Miss J's humble beginning and how he persevered .But boy!. That publication is inspirstional.
Unexpectedly Good I had low goals when I bought the book, having got it because J. Too safe. He
should have really been even more bold. Too safe. He must have really been even more bold.
Disappointed. And if you are looking for lots of information on ANTM don't buy this book hardly any
about the display. I read everything at once, laughing and nodding as I proceeded to go. J
Alexander is, not surprisingly, strong, simple, and a seemingly fantastic individual. Individual being the

key word. He has resided his life the way he wanted from day time one. His tale is inspiring, his tips
is common sense and real. Highly entertaining and heart felt As a fan of the display, I came across
Miss J's publication on Wikipedia. I highlighted several sections of his words of wisdom that I
understand I'll refer back to. I have already been watching the show for quite a while. The author's
cleverness, savvy business feeling, and unique character are obvious.When I found this book, the
first thought was: gotta have it. I wish only the best for this man and I hope he discovers peace and
joy for the rest of his times. I think I'll go walk the nearest runway (okay, hallway) and focus on my
strut. Who doesn't need some style/beauty tips? Empowering I browse the first 44 webpages in
under an hour I simply cannot put it down.Just what a delightful and rather quick read (too quick).
Great vendor!!for 13 year olds I am a little bit ashamed to admit I love ANTM, for I'm heading
towards 40.! So, following this big confession, I could easily tell you given that among the reasons I
love the show so very much is due to Miss J.
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